
 
 

 

Status of the Ukrainian nuclear power plants and the nuclear industry 
of Ukraine 

● According to SE “NNEGC “Energoatom”, as of March 6, 2023, 9 power units of 

Ukrainian nuclear power plants, which are located on the territory controlled by 

Ukraine, worked to meet the needs of the population and the country's economy.  

● The russians are blocking the connection of power units of the temporarily occupied 

Zaporizhzhya nuclear power plant, which continues to consume more than 100 MW 

of electricity for its own needs from the energy system of Ukraine. 

Current situation on Zaporizhzhya NPP 

● According to the SE “NNEGC “Energoatom” as of March 6, 2023, the 

Zaporizhzhya NPP received power for its in-house needs from the energy system of 

Ukraine. The radiation situation at the ZNPP site remains normal. 

● russian occupiers are preparing for possible withdrawal from ZNPP and mark 

equipment that can be stolen – Energoatom. The russian occupiers are calculating 

probable exit scenarios at the ZNPP and marking the equipment that can be stolen 

from the plant. It is noted that special attention of the invaders was attracted by the 

"Energoatom" Repair and Management Personnel Training Center, created based on 

the Zaporizhzhya NPP training center. "This is a unique facility where nuclear 

scientists from many countries of the world, on full-scale models of equipment and 

facilities, receive rare practical skills necessary for their operation and repair at 

nuclear power plants," the message reads. Inspecting the building of the center, the 

occupiers who came to the ZNPP as "experts of the nuclear industry" compiled lists 

of equipment that "needs to be dismantled" from the nuclear plant in case of retreat. 

● Energoatom calls on the world’s community to contribute to the withdrawal of russian 

soldiers from the premises of the ZNPP and the city of Energodar, demilitarisation of 

the plant and bringing it back it under full control of Ukraine, as the occupiers being 

present at the ZNPP threatens Ukraine with an environmental and nuclear disaster. 

Current situation on Chornobyl NPP and in the Exclusion Zone 

● On March 6, 2023, the radiation situation at the ChNPP site was without changes. 

The monitored parameters of the equipment were within the boundaries set by the 

technological regulations. Operating personnel continues to ensure nuclear and 

radiation safety. 

War in Ukraine 

● The 376 day of the resistance of Ukraine to the russian military invasion has ended. 



 
 

● According to the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, russia has now thrown 

its best units at the Bakhmut front [Donetsk region, eastern Ukraine] and is 

concentrating artillery fire there as much as possible. The fighting for the city of 

Bakhmut had reached its peak. 

In particular, during the past 24 hours, russian forces conducted about 130 strikes 

using various artillery systems, such as tubed artillery and multiple-launch rocket 

systems on Ukrainian positions on the Bakhmut front. The russian military 

unsuccessfully tried to advance on the outskirts of the city of Bakhmut and assault 

the city itself, and the Armed Forces of Ukraine struck russian air defence.  

● The aviation of the Defence Forces of Ukraine caused damage during the day – 

12 strikes in the areas of concentration of russian military personnel and equipment 

and a strike on an anti-aircraft missile system at a firing position. Units of Rocket 

Troops and artillery struck three areas of russian concentration and air defence 

equipment in firing positions during the day. 

● During the day, russia launched 42 air and five missile strikes. Russia used 11 Shahed-

136 UAVs during air attacks, nine of which were shot down and made more than 10 

MLRS attacks, particularly by locality. 

● On the northern fronts, the operational situation has not changed significantly. The 

formation of russian offensive groups was not detected. At the same time, russia 

continues to hold its units near the state border of Ukraine. Currently, russia is 

carrying out mortar and artillery attacks on the areas of the settlements of Chernihiv 

and Kharkiv Oblast. 

● russian invaders have shot an unarmed Ukrainian prisoner of war after he said "Glory 

to Ukraine". Several internet bloggers and social media channels posted videos of the 

execution. The President's Office of Ukraine has responded to the brutal murder of 

the unarmed Ukrainian defender.  

● The General Staff has reported that the russians keep putting residents of 

Zaporizhzhya Oblast under pressure in order to achieve their goal of issuing russian 

passports. Therefore, starting from 1 January, people who do not obtain a russian 

federation passport cannot receive any payment, including salaries, because this 

should be done exclusively via russian bank cards. 

 
 

Sources: t.me/V_Zelenskiy_official, t.me/energoatom_ua, Centre for Strategic 

Communication, Ministry of Defense of Ukraine, the National Police of Ukraine 

censor.net, Ukrainska Pravda, radiosvoboda.org, eurointegration.com.ua 

  

https://www.facebook.com/GeneralStaff.ua/posts/pfbid0nCFx9k3Y1ynnSNkDeeiDoGse4cjVx2L3Np826CFxi9DDBgbQQMuxFy7eh3S3qHFel


 
 

  
In the hut, which is almost in the line of fire, there is a hard fight: the fight for 
life. 
A medical vehicle rushes along the broken road, carefully going around each 
pit. In it there is a struggle for those who fought a fierce battle for Avdiivka 
[Donetsk region, eastern front]. 
In the stabilization point - a hut on the line of fire, on a blood-stained 
stretcher, first of all, the seriously wounded are brought in. Here, doctors work 
like a watch mechanism, simultaneously returning three defenders from the 
"cold paws" of death. 
Then the guys are taken to hospitals, and work continues at the stabilization 
point. 
There is no place for fatigue, because in a matter of minutes the next burdens 
will be brought in ...  
Source: Ministry of Defense of Ukraine  



 
 

   



 

 

 
 


